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A strong, unhibited muscle structure is the key to a supple back!

Optimize the time spent on cleaning by relaxing the horse's back right
in the stable in a simple and comfortable manner. No hassle when
mounting – experience an already relaxed and active horseback during
the relaxation phase. Our innovative Warm-Up, based on proven
classical massage techniques, provides targeted relief, starting at the
withers and back muscles.

Beginning with a soothing stroking massage for acclimatization,
followed by a relaxation phase and then a powerful tapping and
vibrating massage. This profound massage promotes blood circulation,
increases oxygen supply, and eliminates metabolic waste. The
rhythmic relaxation and contraction of the back muscles stimulate
circulation, essential for muscle recovery and growth.

Our Warm-Up is not only effective for daily use but also valuable
support after riding, especially recommended after injuries or training
breaks. With three selectable strengths, it offers a customized,
controlled massage experience.

Moreover, our Warm-Up requires no special maintenance. The durable
nylon material makes it easy to clean with water and a brush. Discover
the benefits of Warm-Up for the overall health and performance of your
horse, and invest in the ultimate relaxation solution.

Innovative Technology

Targeted Relief

Deep Tissue Massage

Rhythmic Relaxation

Features

Innovative Technology:
The Warm-Up utilizes innovative technology based on proven classical massage techniques to effortlessly and
comfortably relax the horse's back.

Targeted Relief:
The massage commences with a soothing stroking massage, targeting the withers and back muscles, providing the
horse with immediate targeted relief.

Deep Tissue Massage:
The subsequent phase involves a powerful tapping and vibrating massage that penetrates deep into the muscles,
promoting blood circulation, increasing oxygen supply, and simultaneously eliminating metabolic waste.



Rhythmic Relaxation and Contraction:
The rhythmic pattern of relaxing and contracting the back muscles stimulates circulation, crucial for promoting muscle
recovery and growth.

Daily Use and Post-Ride Support:
The Warm-Up is not only effective for daily use but also serves as valuable support after riding, especially recommended
after injuries or training breaks.

Customized Massage Experience:
With three selectable strengths, the Warm-Up offers a tailored and controlled massage experience, adaptable to the
horse's specific needs.

No Special Maintenance Required:
The Warm-Up requires no special maintenance, ensuring user-friendliness. The durable nylon material allows for easy
cleaning with water and a brush.

Overall Health and Performance Benefits:
Explore the extensive benefits of the Warm-Up for the overall health and performance of the horse, making it an
investment in the ultimate relaxation solution.

“I’m amazed at the difference the mounty pad
has made to Jack in less than a week.”

— Hengsthouderij Höcker

“Already after the first treatment with the
Warm-up I could finally, after 3 years of trying
everything, normally mount my horse
standing complete still and without stress. I’m
amazed at the difference the mounty pad has
made to Jack in less than a week.”

— Vicky Jeffries



“For the past few weeks, before every training
session my show jumping horses undergo, I
use the warm-up massage roller. I place the
pad 20 minutes before I start riding. The back
is gently loosened with various massage
settings. I notice that the horses become calm
from the massage, and there is a significant
difference in their performance while riding!
Some young horses used to find mounting a
bit daunting, but this has greatly improved
with the use of the pad. Even horses that
struggle to use their back properly become
more supple while riding and respond more
easily to the hand and leg aids. With my sport
horses, I also use the pad afterwards. This
ensures that even after the training, the back
muscles are well circulated for optimal
recovery. I definitely recommend the pad for
sport horses, horses with stiffness, and young
horses that get tense during mounting and
dismounting.”

— Julia Otto - Warm-up massage roller



Specifications

Basic material Nylon

Power supply 12V DC

Suited for Horses

Suplied as standard Battery, Charger, Travel bag

Weight 5 Kg
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